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In his article [2] Wallace mentions the following problem: let X

be an algebraic group with a locally compact Hausdorff topology such

that the map of XXX into X which takes (x, y) into xy for all x,yCX

is continuous. Then is X a topological group? The purpose of this

note is to answer this question in the affirmative.

Lemma 1 is an immediate consequence of the continuity of multipli-

cation, and the proof of Lemma 2 appears in [l ]. The proofs of these

lemmas will therefore be omitted.

Lemma 1. Let F be a filter on X such that F—*x and F~l-^y. Then

y=x_1.

Lemma 2. Let A be a compact subset of X. Then A-1 is closed.

Lemma 3. Let E be a countable subset of X, and let x be a limit point

of E. Then x_1 is a limit point of E~l.

Proof. There is an ultra filter base 11 on E such that 11—>x. By

Lemma 1 it is sufficient to show that there is yCX such that II-1—>y.

To this end it will be shown that there is a compact set C and a set

Z7G11 such that U^CC.
Let B = EU {x} and D = U "_ _ „ Bn. Then D is a countable subgroup

of X. Furthermore, if A = D, then the continuity of multiplication

implies that ^42C^4-
Now let V be a compact neighborhood of the identity. Then

D=A implies that ACDV~\ Thus A = \J[dV~ir\A \dCD]
= U [d(V~ir\A) \dCD] since 7) is a group and ,4204. But d(V~lC\A)
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is closed for every dED by Lemma 2. Moreover, A is a closed subset

of a locally compact space and hence locally compact. This implies

that the interior relative to A of one of the sets d( V^C^A) is not null.

Hence there is an open set N of X and an element d of D such that

09^Nr\AEd(V~inA). Since D=A, there exists cEDC\N. Thus

xc~1(NC\A)=xc~1Nr\A is a neighborhood of x relative to A. Since

11—>x, and It is an ultra filter base on A, there exists f/G'U- such that

UExc-1(N(~\A)Exc-1dV-1. This implies that U^EVd^cx'1 which

is compact. The proof is completed.

Lemma 4. Let A be a compact subset of X. Then A~x is compact.

Proof. By Lemma 2 ^4_1 is closed. The proof will be completed

by showing that ^t-1 can be covered by a finite number of translates

of an arbitrary compact neighborhood, V, of the identity.

Assume this claim false. Then there is a sequence {x^1} contained

in ^ such thatx^GUfxr'F^l, • • • , n-l]. Set £„= [x*|&^rc].
By the compactness of A, there exists xGn[£„|ra = l • • • ]. Let TJ

be a neighborhood of the identity such that U2EV- Since xGEu

there is xmEUx, whence x_1Gx^1C/. Moreover xG£»+i implies by

Lemma 3 that x-1G£m+i- Thus there is n>m such that xn~1Ex~1U2

EXm1U2Exm1V, which contradicts the choice of X*1.

Theorem. Let X be an algebraic group with a locally compact Haus-

dorff topology such that multiplication is continuous. Then X is a topo-

logical group.

Proof. Let TJ be an open neighborhood of the identity e. Let 6

be the collection of compact neighborhoods of e. Then it must be

shown that there exists VE 6 such that F-1 C U. Suppose this is not

the case, i.e. V~ir\U'f^0 for all VE&. By Lemma 4 the family

(F-1/^ TJ'/ VE <5) consists of compact sets. Since this family also has

the finite intersection property, D [F_1P\ U'/VEe] 9^0. But

e = n[F-1/FGe]Dn[F-ir)C/'/FGe] implies that e = V[[V~1
r\1l'/FGe]. This means in particular that eEU', which is a con-

tradiction. The proof is completed.
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